Maternally inherited non-syndromic hearing loss associated with mitochondrial 12S rRNA A827G mutation in a Chinese family.
We explored the clinical and molecular characterization of a Chinese family with non-syndromic hearing impairment. Clinical evaluations revealed a possible maternal inheritance pattern, and showed an extremely similar phenotype of hearing loss including the age of onset, severity, and audiometric configuration. Sequence analysis of the mitochondrial 12S rRNA and tRNA(Ser(UCN)) genes led to the identification of a homoplasmic A827G mutation in all maternal relatives, which was absent in other family members and 40 Chinese controls. This mutation has previously been reported sporadically in a few individuals with aminoglycoside-induced and non-syndromic hearing loss. The A827G mutation is located at the A-site of the mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene which is highly evolutionarily conserved in mammals. The occurrence of the A827G mutation in these genetically unrelated subjects strongly suggests that this mutation is involved in the pathogenesis of hearing impairment. However, incomplete penetrance of hearing loss indicates that the A827G mutation alone is not sufficient to produce clinical phenotype but requires the involvement of modifier factors for the phenotypic expression, even though aminoglycosides and GJB2 gene may not contribute to the penetrance of the A827G mutation in this Chinese family. In contrast with the variable phenotype of hearing loss associated with other mitochondrial mutations, all of the patients in our family exhibited strikingly similar clinical features. This discrepancy likely reflects the difference of genetic backgrounds between this pedigree and others.